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Facts and Fallacies of Software EngineeringAddison Wesley, 2002
The practice of building software is a “new kid on the block” technology. Though it may not seem this way for those who have been in the field for most of their careers, in the overall scheme of professions, software builders are relative “newbies.”

In the short history of the software field, a lot of facts have...
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Internetworking with TCP/IP Vol.1: Principles, Protocols, and Architecture (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2000
The all-time best-selling TCP/IP book, this is still the reference for anyone who wants to learn about or work with the TCP/IP protocol suite. Justly renowned for its clarity and accessibility,this superb text covers wide area Internet backbones as well as local area network technologies like FDDI and Ethernet. This is volume 1 of a 3 part set...
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Compression Schemes for Mining Large Datasets: A Machine Learning PerspectiveSpringer, 2013

	This book addresses the challenges of data abstraction generation using a least number of database scans, compressing data through novel lossy and non-lossy schemes, and carrying out clustering and classification directly in the compressed domain. Schemes are presented which are shown to be efficient both in terms of space and time, while...
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Professional PHP5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
What is this book about?
    With the release of PHP 5 and the Zend Engine 2, PHP finally graduates from it earliest days as a lightweight scripting syntax to an powerful object oriented programming language that can hold its own against the Java and .NET architectures that currently dominate corporate software development....
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SaaS and Web Applications Specialist Level Complete Certification Kit - Software as a Service Study Guide Book and Online CourseEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
The opportunities provided by SaaS and Web Applications solutions allowed for significant growth within an industry that continues to mature and develop at a rapid pace.

The traditional rationale for outsourcing of IT systems involves applying economies of scale to the operation of applications, such that a service provider can offer...
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Mapping with DrupalO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is intended for people building Drupal websites who would like to visualize
	their content on a map. Maps are powerful and can tell a rich story. A map is instantly
	readable, but at the same time almost infinitely revealing. With the rise of maps on the
	Internet and now on cell phones, the way we navigate our lives has changed....
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A Concise Introduction to Languages and Machines (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	This book focuses on key theoretical topics of computing, in particular formal
	languages and abstract machines. It is intended primarily to support the theoretical
	modules on a computer science or computing-related undergraduate degree
	scheme.


	Though the book is primarily theoretical in nature, it attempts to avoid the...
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Higher Engineering Mathematics, Fifth EditionNewnes, 2007
Includes: * 1,000 Worked Examples * 1,750 Further Problems * 19 Assignments

John Bird's approach, based on numerous worked examples and interactive problems, is ideal for students from a wide range of academic backgrounds, and can be worked through at the student's own pace. Basic mathematical theories are explained in the simplest of...
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Supervised and Unsupervised Pattern Recognition: Feature Extraction and Computational IntelligenceCRC Press, 1999

	There are many books on neural networks, some of which cover computational intelligence, but none that incorporate both feature extraction and computational intelligence, as Supervised and Unsupervised Pattern Recognition does. This volume describes the application of a novel, unsupervised pattern recognition scheme to the classification of...
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The Accessibility HandbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Many people ask me how a developer who was working on the back-end for websites
	
		got involved in accessibility. After all, it wasn’t technically a part of my job description.
	
		It wasn’t going to make our sites faster (though I later found out it could have that side
	
		affect). I didn’t have a...
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Network Routing: Algorithms, Protocols, and ArchitecturesMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the span of a quarter-century, network routing in communication networks has evolved tremendously. Just a quarter-century ago, the public switched telephone network (PSTN) was running hierarchical routing, ARPANET routing was operational, and the telecommunication infrastructure had fixed static transport routes. In the 1980s, we saw the first...
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The Making of a Neuromorphic Visual SystemSpringer, 2004
This book presents an approach to the construction of a visual system, which is behaviorally, computationally and neurally motivated. The goal is to characterize the process of visual categorization and to find a suitable representation format that can successfully deal with the structural variability existent within visual categories. The book...
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